
Wabash Tests Automatic
Train Control with
Cab-Lights
Test installation on 11
miles of track and with two

10comotiYes equipped
pro yes satisfactory

Track magllet at sig11al Sigllal ill locomotive cab

THE Wabash recently made an extensive test in
stallation of the Strowger automatic train control
system manufactured by Automatio Electric, Inc.,

Chicago. This apparatus is of the intermittent mag
netic inductive type of control, with a special arrange
ment for the control of cab-light indications. The
wayside control units were installed at eight signalloca
tions on the eastbound track of a double-track line
between Decatur, Ill., and Bement. Engine equip
ment was provided for two different locomotives, which
were operated over this territory for several months.
A complete set of detail tests were made on December
14 and IS.

7-A universal magnetic receiver on the locomotive,
operating with the locomotive running either forward
or backward with the current of traffic.

If desired, the system may be operated without the
automatic brake control in which case the system func
tions as oa cab-light device complete in itself. The pneu
matic apparatus, added to the electrical, provides
automatic control of the brakes, hence the electrical
and pneumatic apparatus combined constitutes the
train control and cab-light signal equipment.

The roadside equipment includes two inductors A
and B which are provided at each signal location (and
also at braking distance from the same). The A induc
tor, consisting of a set of permanent magnets, checks

Description of the System the locomotive signaling and control apparatus and puts
The Strowger Automatic train control system pro- it to "zero" position, at every roadside signal location

vides, in brief, the following features: and at every bl1aking distance point therefrom.
I-A complete duplication of the wayside signals in The B inductor is an electro-magnet with two wind-

the cab of the locomotive, on passing, and also at ings through which the direction of current may be
braking distance from, each signal. reversed, and the flow controlled in accordance with

2-A positive check on the locomotive apparatus at the condition of the track circuits ahead. The pur-
every indicating location. pose of the B inductor is to set up either a green or a

3-An automatic brake application, unless forestalled, yellow light in the locomotive cab. The cur:ent for
at stop and caution signals and at braking distance operating the B inductors is derived from an mdepen-
therefrom. dent train control battery located at each signal

4-An audible warning when passing every signal The roadside train control apparatus was superim-
and at braking distance from each signal. posed on the existing standard system of signaling.

S-Immunity from the effects of foreign current. Referring to Fig. 2, which illustrates a complete scheme
6--An acknowledging device by means of which the of operation for one-way traffic on doublt; track, it

engineman may forestall an automatic application. will be seen that the relay G is connected m parallel
175
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11 the green light in the color-light automatic block
6TIal so that the negative pole of the train control bat

eery is connected to the common return only when the
green light is illuminated and to the positive pole of the
battery when the green light is out.

Following the course of the dotted heavy lines it
will be seen that the first B inductor (at braking dis-
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Locomotive Apparatus
The locomotive appamtus includes one receiver

mounted under the tender; one electro-pnewnatic valve
including a warning whistle; one automatic train con
trol valve including the double-heading cock; one air
reservoir; one acknowledging plunger and relay box;
and three sets of cab signal lights, one of which is on
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Fig. I-Plan showing location of signals and track inductors

tance) will be energized when a train is in track cir
cuit TC2, by the pick-up of approach relay W, and the
second B inductor at the signal will be energized by the
pick-up of the approach relay V. The complete opera
tion and control of these two B inductors is given as
follows:

The first B inductor-when energized to set up a
green indication, requires: Relays G, Z, Y and W to be
up. To set up a yellow inclication requires: Relays
Z, Y and W up and G down. The second B induc
tor-to set up a green indication requires: Relays G,
Z and V up.. A yellow indication requires: Relays
Z and V up and G down.

A distance of 70 ft. is allowed between the insulated

the engineman's side, one on the fireman's side .and one
at the rear of the tender for the information of the
engineman on a helper engine.

The locomotive equipment requires but little explana
tion. Referring to Fig. 3, the mode of operation is as
follows: In the normal position set for a green cab
indication, all of the armatures are at the "IN" posi
tion. When set for caution, a yellow cab indication, as
shown in Fig. 4, all armatures "OUT," after passing B
inductor, but C and D are restored by acknowledgment
to the "IN" position (to avoid a brake application),
When set for zero, the armatures are deflected either
to the right or to the left, giving an "out of phase" con
dition which breaks down all circuits. Armatures C and
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Fig. 2-Typical arrangement of inductors and control circuits for one-way traffic

rail joints of the track circuit and the B inductor to
insure that the leading wheels of the locomotive will
not come onto the next track circuit in advance and
de-energize the B inductor before the receiver has
passed over it. In other words this distance is allowed
to prevent possibility of confli'ct between the roadside
and the locomotive cab indications, as the locomotive
passes into the advance block. The distance of 30 ft.
between the A and B inductors at the signal location
is allowed to insure that an auclible blast of the train
control cab whistle of sufficient duration to be heard,
shall be given when passing clear signals at high speed.

D must be restored by acknowledgment to avoid a
brake application, and to set up a red light.

Electrical Control of Cab Signals and Automatic
Brake Valve

Referring to Fig, 3 the positive lead I and 2 is nor
mally connecter! to the receiver armatures A, B and D,
but is cut off when the acknowledger P is operated,
which diverts this circuit through the reset coils on
armGtures D and C. If Pis held' down more than four
seconds an automatic brake application will occur.

When all the armatures are "IN" as shown in Fig. 3,
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the green cab lights are illuminated through lead 4.
The coil G of the relay is also energized. The E-P
valve is energized only when armatures D and Care
IN, (trace cir"cuit through lead 11). When armatures
A, B are "OUT," as shown in Fig. 4, the yellow cab
lights are illuminated. The coil Y is energized through
lead 7. When A and B are "out of phase," the red cab
light appears, but only after D and C are restored to the
"IN" position after acknowledgment. Contact R is
closed only when coils Y and G are de-energized.

_The "Shear Loop" as shown in all digrams in lead
2 is provided for the purpose of cutting the main posi
tive lead (which extinguishes the cab signal lights and
gives a broke application), whenever the receiver is ac
,cidently dislodged from its normal position, thus notify
ing the engineman of its damaged condition. As this
loop cannot be restored except by the maintainer, it en
sures that the receiver cannot be struck and possibly
damaged without the knowledge of the engineman.

Pneumatic Apparatus on Locomotive

The electro-pneumatic valve, located in the locomo
tive oab, serves two purposes: To control the warning
whistle and the train control brake valve. When cab
light signals only are required, the air pipe M R is con
nected to the main reservoir of the existing air brake
system; with automatic train control it is connected to
the B chamber of the train control brake valve. As the
whistle is the only E-P valve air outlet to atmosphere
there is always ample pressure to sound the whistle
with <a distinctly audible blast.

The combined train control brake valve and double-

heading cock is installed in the brake pipe under tht:
engineman's automatic brake valve, where it replaces
the double-heading cock. This valve is designed to ac
complish the foHowing: To initiate an automatic brake
application at service rate of reduction in brake pipe
pressure; to provide a double-heading cock in lieu of
the ordinary double-heading cock displaced, and to per
mit of a manual emergency application of the bmkes to
be made with the engineman's automatic brake valve,
while the double-heading cock is closed, or while an
automatic application is in progress.

An automatic brake appli.cation is initiated in the
following manner, see Fig. S. When the electro-pneu
matic valve is de-energized, the B chamber is exhausted
through the warning whistle attached to the E-P valve
to atmosphere at a greater nate than brake pipe air
enters the B chamber through port A. After the B
chamber pressure reduces to a point where the pres
sure on the right-hand side of the automatic applica
tion piston 2 is sufficient to compress the spring 3, the
piston 2 and its attached slide valve 4 will move to the
left closing port C, and open the brake pipe to atmos
phere through by-pass D to service I'ate exhaust port
E, thus initiating a service rate brake pipe reduction
and a consequent automatic brake application.

To release the brakes after an automatic brake appli
cation has been accomplished, the engineman first places
his automatic brake valve handle on lap, and then oper
ates the acknowledging plunger P which resets the re
ceiver, energizes the electro-pneumatic valve and stops
the exhaust of B chamber air to atmosphere. The
pressure in the B chamber then rises to a point where
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The receiver is mounted under the tender

it approximately balances the pressure on the nght
hand side of the service application piston 2, spring 3
then returns the piston 2 and slide valve 4 to normal
position (as shown in Fig. 5), thus closing the service
rate exhaust port E to atmosphere and opening the port
e to brake pipe, the engineman may then manually re
lease the brakes in the manner prescribed by the air

brake rules of his road with his automatic brake valve.
Valve 6 is provided for the purpose of cutting the train
control brake valve out of service when necessary. This
is accomplished by screwing same up to its stop.

Operation of the System

The normal-running condition under clear signals is
indicated by a green light in the cab. When passing a
signal at clear, the existing ,cab light is extinguished,
and the audible warning given, when passing the A in
ductor, but the green cab light appears when passing
the B inductor. When passing a signal at caution, the
existing cab light is extinguished and audible warning
given when passing the A inductor, but automatic brake
application occurs unless acknowledgnlent is made
within ;a reasonable time interval after audible warning
begins. The yellow cab light is set up automatically.

When approaching a signal at stop the existing cab
signal light is extinguished, an audible warning is given,
and an automatic application is made unless acknowl
edgment is made within a reasonable time interval after
audible warning is given, but if acknowledgment is
made, the red cab light is, set up. When passing a
signal at stop the cab indication is extinguished, an
audible warning is given, an automatic brake application
is made unless acknowledgment is made within a rea
sonable time interval after audible warning begins and
if acknowledgment is made, a red cab light is set up.
The above operations occur at braking distance as well
as at the signal itself, the first pair of inductors acting
as a repeater.
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Road Tests
Tests were made with train-control equipped 'vVabash

locomotive No. 671, dynamometer car, coach and ca
boose; the cab lights being reproduced in the dynam:om
eter car. The purpose of the tests with this light train
were to demonstrate the cab lights. Before leaving
Decatur, the train control apparatus was set for the

and backed lip to Sangamon, then crossed over to the
eastbound main and backed up to Signal 372-5.

(8) The train proceeded eastward and repeated tests
I, 2, 3 and 4.

(9) After the train had·passed signal 365-3, which
displa\'ed a green light, the switch to the north passing
It'ack at Cerro Gordo "'as opened. Signal 363-7 dis-
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Fig. 5-Cross-section of special train control brake valve
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red cab indication. The receiver was set four inches
above the rail.

(I) On approaching the train control zone, Signal
371-7 displayed a green light, which was reproduced
in the locomotive cab at the advance and signal
locations.

(2) Signal 370-3 displayed a yellow light which \,"as
reproduced in the locomotive cab at the advance and
signal locations.

The engineman promptly acknowledged the warning
whistle to prevent an automatic application of the
brakes at both the advance and signal locations.

(3) Signal 368-9 displayed a red light, which caused
the cab lights to be extinguished and the warning
whistle to sound. The engineman promptly acknowl
edged at both the advance and signal locations, and the
red cab light was set up.

(4) Signal 366-9 displayed a green light which was
reproduced in the locomotive cab lights.

(5) Signal 365-3 and Signal 363-'7 also showed a
green light which was reproduced in the locomotive
cab.

(6) Signal 362-1 displayed a yellow light, which was
reproduced in the locomotive cab lights. The engine
man promptly acknowledged to prevent a brake appli
cation.

(7) Signal 360-7 displayed a red light. The engine
man took no action other than to close the throttle
partly after the train control brake valve started to
make a brake-pipe reduction.

The train came to a stop from a speed of 50 m. p. h.,
in 1,600 ft., requiring 40 sec. The engineman then
acknowledged and released the brakes in the usual
manner. The train then proceeded to Bement.

At Bement the receiver was raised to six inches
above the rail.

The train then crossed over to the westbound main

played a green light, but the advance inductors far
signal 373-7 gave a red cab indication because ai the
open switch. The engineman promptly acknowledged
the red cab indication, and the train entered the siding
and ,,'as brought to a stop. The receiver was then
lowered to two inches above the rail.

(10) The train was backed on to the main line and
proceeded to Bement, repeating tests 6 and 7.

The locomotive was turned at Bement and proceeded
to Cerro Gordo against the current of traffic. The

The train control brake valve below regular engineman's
valve-Note acknowledger at right
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was somewhat excessive, but these factors are easily
reduced to anything desired by a change in size of the
orifice in the application valve. After the train stopped
the engineman acknowledged and proceeded to Bement.

Failure to Observe Signals
Cause of Rear..End Collision
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engineman promptly acknowledged the red cab indica
tions given by every signal and its advance inductors
passed against the current 0 f traffic. At Cerro Gordo,
the locomotive was sWitched to the east end of the
train and proceeded to Bement with the locomotive
running tender first.

(11) Signal 363-7 displayed a "light-out" indication.
but was set at green. A green cab indication was
picked up at this location.

(12) Signal 362-1 displayed a "light-out" indication,
but was set yellow. A yellow cab light was set up in
the cab and the engineman acknowledged the warning
whistle at both the advance and signal locations.

(13) Signal 360-7 displayed a "light-out" indication.
but was set at stop. The engineman promptly acknowl
edged the warning whistle at both the advance and
signal locations, setting up a red cab light, and pro
ceeded to Bement.

Freight Train Tests

Tests were then made with train-control equipped
Wabash locomotive No. 671, dynamometer car and with
thirty freight cars.

(J) A brake-pipe leakage test was made by placing
the H-6 brake valve on lap for 2 min., and the fall in
B. P. pressure was 5 lb. per min.

(2) After the leakage test was completed the brake
system was recharged to the standard pressure of 70
lb. and, with the H-6 brake valve, a 20-lb. brake-pipe
service reduction was made. It was noted that 2-+.5
sec. was required for the brake pipe proper to reduce
its pressure 20 lb.

(3) A fter completing the H -6 service reduction time
tests, three similar trials were made with the automatic
brake valve, the time required by the A. B. V. to reduce
the B. P, pressure being an average of 37 sec.

Comparing the results of tests 2 and 3 shows the dif
ference in the time between the H-6 and the A. B. V:
in making a 20-lb. B. P. reduction. The time of the
A. B. V. was somewhat longer than that of the H-6
for a full 20-lb. reduction. The timing of the A. B. V.
however is easily controlled by changing the size of its
port.

(4) After completing the A. B. V. service reduction
time tests, and the system recharged to 70 lb., the
double-heading cock was closed and an emergency
application was made with the H-6 brake valve.

Test 4 demonstrated that the engineman on the help
ing locomotive, placed in any location in the train, can
effect an emergency application of brakes at any time
he had occasion to do so, and also that he can hold the
brakes applied as long as he desires.

(5) Signals 371 -7 and 370-3 displayed a green light.
(6) Signal 368-9 displayed a yellow light.
The engineman did not acknowledge the warnin~'

whistle at the advance inductors, but took an automatic
application of the brakes with the throttle open, the
train being stopped from a speed of 23 m.p.h. in a dis
tance of 1,800 ft. The throttle was closed after the
train stopped, the engineman acknowledged, released
the brakes in the usual manner and proceeded.

(7) Signals 366-9, 365-3 and 363-7 displayed a green
light.

(8) Signal 362-1 displayed a' yellow light. The
engineman acknowledged same and proceeded.

(9) Signal 360-7 displayed a red light. The engine
man took no action, permitting the automatic applica
tion of the brakes to stop the train with the throttle
open. The train' was stopped from a speed of 39
m.p.h. in a distance of about 5,150 ft., in 2 min. 8 sec.

The time and distance required for stopping trains


